
Phoenix Flames moved top of the Men’s Second division as they inflicted a second straight 
defeat on former leaders Eastwood Seconds. Tim Baskett and Peter Lewin won all three of 
their rubbers without dropping a game and were backed up by two rubbers from Danny 
Peach and Robert Dunn and one from Gary Rose and Terry Maylin for a 6-3 win. John 
Kindred and Dom Moon won twice for Eastwood with Graham Goodale and Ken Adams also 
getting one but they slip behind Phoenix on games for. 
 
In the Men’s Premier, East Thurrock notched a second win of the season as they beat 
Fitzwimarc 6-3. Alex Penny and Zak Pryor and Jordan Rodgers and Phil Tuffee both 
secured three perfect rubbers. However, they were unable to field a third pair meaning they 
automatically lost the other three rubbers. 
 
East Thurrock were also victorious in the Ladies Premier as they beat Eastwood 6-0. 
Caroline Felton, Natalie Smith, Rebecca Terry and Courtney Downey made up the winning 
team as they stretched ten points clear at the top. Charlotte Mortlock and Emma Harris 
came closest for Eastwood. 
 
In the Ladies Second division, Phoenix Flames Seconds beat Hawkwell 6-0 in their final 
match of the campaign. Tracey Carey, Vikki Walker, Annette Lovell and Jo Howard-Simpson 
formed the triumphant team for the home side. Farnaz Siddiq and Caroline Trace did best for 
the Hawks. 
 
Eastwood Seconds moved top of the Mixed First division with a 7-2 victory over at 
Fitzwimarc Seconds. Clare Roberts and Peter Brumwell recorded a hat-trick and were 
supported by braces from Lorene Roberts and John Kindred and Debbie Moon and Adrian 
Watling. Only B & BP can now stop them from winning the title. Jay Crewe and Mair Dew 
helped Fitz to their two points which in turn relegated SLH Rayleigh. 
 
In the division below, Phoenix Flames Thirds moved into third with an 8-1 win over 
Hawkwell. Russell Dobson and Jo Howard-Simpson and Danny Peach and Wanitchaya 
Bolton both won all three rubbers with the former not dropping a game, Dave Kitchens and 
Anne Wallis won two. Andrew Strutt and Caroline Trace got the point for Hawkwell who drop 
down to fifth. 
 
Also in that division, Fitzwimarc Thirds won away at bottom side Highlands 5-4. Four of the 
rubbers went to three games as Adam Peters and Kay Bailey and Mike Vardy and Emma 
Dixon both secured two rubbers each for the visitors with Peter Lewin and Liz Cullen getting 
the other for victory. Marina Gare and Tim Rainbow triumphed in all three of their rubbers 
with Martin Rainbow and Dawn Muggleton getting the other. 
 
Fitzwimarc moved to within one win of the Masters Premier title as they beat Phoenix 
Flames Seconds 6-0. Marie Baker, Angela McDaniel, Paul Chaplin and Spencer Collins 
formed the victorious team for Fitz. Sara Thompson and Tracey Carey came closest for 
Phoenix. 
 
Finally, in the division below, Fitzwimarc Thirds and Phoenix Flames Thirds shared the 
spoils 3-3. Jane Moring and Adam Reader both picked up braces for Fitz while Jill Beaver 
and Gary Rose repeated that feat for the opposition. 
 

Player of the Week - Jo Howard-Simpson 
Team of the Week - Phoenix Flames (Men’s Second) 
 


